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Birds of the North Okanagan,
Part 12: January-February 2021
by Chris Siddle
Sightings of unusual or rare birds require
documentation in the form of carefully written
physical description of the birds or (preferably)
photography. Send your sightings directly to
chris.siddle@gmail.com or enter them in the online
program eBird.
Weather: The winter was milder than usual, with
temperatures several degrees Celsius higher than
usual until the descent of the Polar Vortex beginning
the second week of February. Until then, parts of the
Otter Lake marsh and a small pond south of Otter
Lake were still partially ice-free. Swan Lake was
frozen and snow-covered for the entire period. Until
the arctic cold hit 8 February minimal ice had
formed on Vernon Bay, Okanagan Landing. Snowfall
was minimal.

Waterfowl
Waterfowl were generally scarce except for Canada
Geese (up to at least 800 sometimes on Vernon Bay)
and Mallards. Northern Shovelers can linger well
into Dec. in the North Okanagan but usually go
south before the colder weather of January. Two
drakes at the mouth of Vernon Creek were a rare
treat 24 Jan. (CS). Other dabbling ducks represented
by individuals or very small numbers included
Gadwalls, American Wigeons, and Northern Pintails,
including all three species on the north end of
Kalamalka Lake prior to the big freeze-up of Feb.
and near Mara 24 Feb. (RB; JWo). On 15 Jan. diving
ducks were well represented on the North Arm of
Okanagan Lake with forty Redheads, and one
Canvasback 15 Jan. near Six Mile (CS).

An unbreakable tradition among naturalists and
birders is that of giving their names as part of their
sightings. A naturalist or birder is only as believable
as the reputation for accuracy he or she has earned
through repeatedly demonstrating his or her acuity
and veracity. Therefore I will not include any
observations submitted to eBird anonymously.
Contributors by initials: Roger Beardmore (RB);
Loretta Bemister (LB); Don Cecile (DC); Ann
Clarke (AC); Chris Charlesworth (CC); Gail
Loughridge (GL); Cat McLean (CM): Laurel
McDonald (LM); Janet Perkin (JP); Claude Rioux
(CR); Chris Siddle (CS); Jack VanDyk (JVD); Jim
Walton (JWa); Marnie Williamson (MW); John
Woods (JWo). Many observers (m. ob.).
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above: male Gadwall, photo by Claude Rioux
Grebes
The only Western Grebes seen were six on the North
Arm of Okanagan 15 Jan. (CS). Three of these were
present off the bay n. of Parker Cove
Hummingbirds
A couple of Anna’s Hummingbirds attempted to
continued on page 3
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Herons
overwinter in the Vernon area, as has been usual this
past two decades (JVD).
Shorebirds
A few Wilson’s Snipe sometimes overwinter along
open ground streams and seeps. One was flushed
from the marsh at the south end of Vernon Bay near
Lakeshore Dr. 16 Jan. (CS).
Gulls
The first winter Mew Gull with the deformed bill
was seen at the mouth of Vernon Creek 5 Jan. (CS)
and alone 22 Jan. (CC). As winter progressed the
number of California Gulls and Ring-billed Gulls
dwindled. The harder the winter, the fewer California
Gulls remaining in the North Okanagan seems to be
the rule. On 21 Feb.
only one Cal was
present (CS). Herring
Gulls, a much hardier
species, rose to 150 or
more at the same
loafing area. A single
first winter Glaucous
Gull appeared off and
on at these same
sandbars through 2-22
Jan. (CS) with an
unprecedented three
first-winters
photographed there 3
Feb.(DC)

The winter population of Great Blue Herons, a
fraction of the breeding population, was very small
this season, with only two herons at any one time
seen on the ice of Swan Lake (CS).
Hawks
An immature Northern Goshawk was seen twice on
snags near BX Rd. at Larkspur Rd. 29 Jan. and 9
Feb. (CS). Some Red-tailed Hawks were displaying,
roller coaster style, over territories by the second half
of February. One relatively easy to see dark morph
Harlan’s Hawk was present through the period
between Lakeshore Drive and Cummins Rd.,
Okanagan Landing (LM; CC; CS), while a light
morph was present in the marsh on the south side of
the Swan Lake willow woodland for most of the time
(CS).

Loons
A single Pacific Loon was on Vernon Bay 2 Jan.
(CS).
March-April 2021

Owls
Northern Pygmy-Owls
[photo below by Claude
Rioux] were more frequently
encountered than last winter,
with individuals turning up
along Highway 6 across the
Monashee Mountains (3 seen
in one day by Nakusp
resident CM in early Feb.),
Whitevale Road, Silver Star
Road, East Vernon Road,
Kalamalka Lake Provincial
Park, Polson Park and other
places.
continued on page 4
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Birds of the North Okanagan continued

Waxwings

Falcons

It was a mediocre Bohemian Waxwing season with
most flocks seen in the Vernon area fewer than 200
birds. Much higher numbers of Cedar Waxwings
overwintered.

Merlin reports to eBird were bolstered by an
individual Merlin that habitually perched in the tops
of dead branches of a tree at the junction of Silver
Star Road and the west end of Star Road for Jan. and
Feb. Otherwise single Merlins were reported
occasionally visiting Adventure Bay (AC). A noisy
male was present in Enderby’s Riverside Park 24
Feb. (CS). The only Peregrine report was of a single
half-heartedly chasing the large flock of Rock
Pigeons at 30 Avenue and 33 Street in Vernon’s
downtown 3 Feb. (CS).
Tyrant Flycatchers
A Say’s Phoebe frequented the Adventure Bay
community in earliest Jan. (LB).
Jays, Magpies, Crows and Ravens
LB reported pre-roost flights of American Crows in
her Adventure Bay neighbourhood flying west across
the North Arm to the far shore each late Feb.
afternoon. At the same time the twice daily
commutes through the valley of BX Creek were
regularly witnessed occurrences (CS).
Thrushes
A pair of Mountain Bluebirds at Adventure Bay seen
off and on since 2 Jan.- end of period (LB)
constituted a rare wintering for this species which
normally does not overwinter in the interior.
Western Bluebirds overwintered at Adventure Bay
(LB). The warm weather of 24 Feb. brought 2 to the
Brooks Centre 24 Feb. (LM). Varied Thrushes were
uncommon this winter with the high number of 6 at
Larkspur Rd. 26 Jan. (MW).
March-April 2021

Finches
Evening Grosbeaks were quite local and in small
numbers. A flock frequented Monashee Dr., Silver
Star Mountain (TR; CS); another was present around
a feeder at Adventure Bay (LB; AC), and a few were
present in a yard at the junction of Otter Lake Rd and
Grandview Rd. Cassin’s Finches weren’t common
this winter but could be found with reasonable effort.
Adventure Bay and Kalamalka Lake Prov. Park
appeared to be their strong holds. In Kalamalka L.
Park up to a dozen Cassin’s were eating Saskatoon
berries on the north facing slope cross by Comin’
Round the Mountain trail. This was also a good site
for Pine Grosbeaks which appeared slightly more
common than usual in the valley bottom. Purple
Finches are rare valley transients, south of their
breeding range in the interior. A female-type Purple
Finch was seen along Enderby’s Riverside Walk 14
Feb. (JW); subsequently up to 3 were photographed
in the same area 18 Feb. (JW). Common Redpolls
staged a major invasion in eastern Canada and the
north-eastern United States but were largely absent
from the North Okanagan until late January when the
occasional individual began appearing. A male was
seen among the Pine Siskins at Desert Cove Estates
on 8 Feb. (CS). Six were at the Brooks Centre 24
Feb. (LM). Red Crossbills were present in small
numbers especially in Douglas-fir/Ponderosa Pine
forest throughout the period while White-winged
Crossbills, spruce specialists, were largely confined
to higher elevation such as the Larch Hills were JW
detected them almost every time he went cross
continued on page 5
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country skiing. A pair of White-winged Crossbills
atop a Blue Spruce along Cypress Dr. 20 Feb. (CS)
and two at
Brooks Centre
24 Feb. (LM)
were unusual
sightings for the
valley bottom.

Rusty Blackbirds are a seriously declining boreal
breeding species. Each winter tiny numbers of
Rusties can usually be found among the flocks of
Brewer’s Blackbirds that aggregate at ranches and
feedlots in the Okanagan Valley.

right: Cassin’s
Finch, by Jack
vanDyk

Wood-Warblers
On 14 Jan. a Yellow-rumped
Warbler was photographed foraging
on a Ponderosa Pine trunk in
Coldstream Park (DC; CR).
Another Yellow-rump was seen 5
Feb. at Adventure Bay (AC). 🦚

New World
Sparrows

below: Merlin,
by Claire Christensen

American Tree
Sparrows continued
in somewhat reduced numbers from the fall
at Swan Lake N.R.P. where up to 25 could
be found among the taller weeds. Whitecrowned Sparrows, locally, uncommon
winterers, were less common than usual,
with small numbers at Desert Cove Estates
and Okanagan Landing. White-throated
Sparrows were scarce winter residents this
season. The single highest count at one site
was of three at Desert Cove 3 Jan. (CS).
Spotted Towhee, also scarcer than usual,
were reported at VanDyk’s Pottery Road
feeders throughout Jan. (JVD), two along
Cypress Dr., Coldstream (JP) and one at
Enderby’s Riverside Park (DM).
Blackbirds
At least one, possibly more, Rusty
Blackbird was photographed at Coldstream
Ranch (DC) during the second week of Feb.
March-April 2021
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Swan & Eagle Count - North Okanagan 2021
In the chart below are the numbers recorded by monitors on Sunday, January 17th. 🦢
Bald Eagle

Golden
Eagle

Trumpete
Swan

Tundr
Swan

Year

Adult

Immature

Total

all

Adult

Immature

Total

Adult

2021

91

29

120

4

45

12

57

0

2020

101

47

148

0

137

11

148

0

2019

145

63

208

2

102

15

117

0

2018

100

25

125

2

109

9

118

0

2017

139

45

184

8

143

16

159

1

2016

134

35

169

1

123

37

160

0

2015

88

51

139

2

89

27

116

0

2014

102

44

146

0

78

7

85

0

2013

104

42

146

0

43

13

56

0

2012

100

52

152

0

103

36

139

0

2011

96

26

122

0

120

24

144

0

Left: Bald Eagle, by Rick Bona
Below: Trumpeter Swans, by Claude Rioux
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Taking a
Close Look
at Spring
by Margaret
MacKenzie
THE first early
flowers are
welcomed by all of
us who wander the
sagebrush hills. On
one of those outings
we suddenly spot a
bit of bright yellow
in the midst of
winter’s flattened
pale bunchgrasses,
and there in front of
us is the first Yellow
Bell of Spring. Such
a joyous moment!
We hunt feverishly around and usually come up with
Sagebrush Buttercups and then an easily missed
small white flower nodding daintily upwards.
This nondescript flower is called Geyer’s desert
parsley (Lomatium geyeri ), and is one of 4 desert
parsley plants that we commonly find in the Vernon
area.
Desert parsley plants are sometimes called
biscuitroots. If you search through the rest of BC you
can find an additional dozen desert parsleys all in the
Lomatium genus! All of these Lomatiums are in the
Apiaciae Family (Carrot Family) which was once
known as the Umbelliferaceae Family. The most
distinguishing characteristic of this family being the
umbrella shaped flower heads.

March-April 2021

The first desert parsley we see is Geyer’s desert
parsley which is soon followed by bright yellow
splashes of Swale desert parsley or Spring Gold
(Lomatium ambiguum) appearing on the dry rocky
hillsides. Soon after, and in more northerly facing
and slightly damp areas or seeps, a tall plant with
bright green fern-like leaves and dark brownish
purple flowers stands out on the hillsides. Looking
almost tropical in appearance, Chocolate Tips or
Fern-leaved desert parsley (Lomatium dissectum, is
extremely attractive. Our last to bloom desert parsley
appears as a greyish-white flower that is not as
dainty or attractive as Geyer’s. This one is called
Large-fruited desert parsley (Lomatium
macrocarpum). Its greyish leaves are divided into
fern-like segments rather than the dark green carrotlike foliage of Geyer’s desert parsley.
continued on page 8
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Taking a Close Look at Spring continued
As all four species of plant mature, they develop the
characteristics that place them in the Carrot family,

The flowers of all species are in tiny dense clusters.
The resulting mature seeds resemble caraway or dill
seeds with some becoming very large. When rubbed,
the fern-like foliage has a scent of carrot leaves. The
edible leaves of the desert parsleys
have a peppery carroty taste, good if
added to salads. All four species were
used by the First Nations Peoples for
flavouring and cooking. They dug the
roots up in spring and ate them raw,
cooked them in earth pits, and boiled
or steamed them. They also dried them
for later use and ground them into
flour. The leaves and flowers of some
species were used medicinally in
infusions for heart ailments, sore
throats and colds.

such as their flowers and seed heads
growing taller in an umbrella shape.

continued on page 9
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Taking a Close Look at Spring continued
The flowers of all species are in tiny
dense clusters. The resulting mature
seeds resemble caraway or dill seeds
with some becoming very large. When
rubbed, the fern-like foliage has a scent
of carrot leaves. The edible leaves of the
desert parsleys have a peppery carroty
taste, good if added to salads. All four
species were used by the First Nations

see if you can locate these 4 species of
desert parsleys on your walks . They
can be seen in parts of Kalamalka Park,
the Grey Canal trails, the Alan Brooks
trails or any rocky outcrop of sagebrush
and bunchgrass. 🍃

Peoples for flavouring and cooking. They dug
the roots up in spring and ate them raw,
cooked them in earth pits, and boiled or
steamed them. They also dried them for later
use and ground them into flour. The leaves
and flowers of some species were used
medicinally in infusions for heart, sore throats
and colds.
Now that it is finally spring on the calendar,
March-April 2021
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Hancock Wildlife Foundation
wants Eagle Monitors! and
Raptor Monitors!
TRACKING our eagles is a big challenge since
British Columbia host’s the world’s largest winter
gatherings of the world’s predators. BC also hosts
some of the densest breeding concentrations in all of
North America. So Hancock Wildlife Foundation is
expanding its data base to cover the entire province.
Can you help? Can you find some local nesting
eagles, bald or golden, ospreys, peregrine falcons
etc. and make a few observations during the
breeding season? If so, this note is for you! The
Foundation maintains an extensive Data Base on
Bald Eagles but also on many other Raptors.
One of the real conservation values of this
database is that in British Columbia we have a
Wildlife Act that offers some very specific protection
to some predators. However, this protection is
largely dependent upon private concerned citizens
reporting concerns and potential infractions.
Specifically every eagle nest, occupied or
unoccupied, and other raptor nests when occupied
are protected by Section 34 of the Act. The Wildlife
Branch, namely FLNRO (Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development) must demand a Mitigation Study if a
nest is to be removed or disturbed. But they only
make this demand if YOU demand it!
Our data base has been front and centre in
keeping our eagle nests in the Greater Vancouver
area. We now want this additional protection
brought to other areas of the Province. This is where
you can help. Once the nest is documented it serves
as a potential datum against destruction if a
complaint comes in.
We need breeding distribution and productivity
data from around the province (or anywhere else if
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you read this message)! The data is simple to collect
and while we like more than few observations per
nest it is usually acceptable to make three visits per
season: one early in the season to determine if the
nest territory is Active; a second to determine if the
Pair are on eggs or with small young, and a third
visit to try and determine Productivity: how many
young are present and about to fledge. Simple, well,
sort of!
We have over 550 territories in the Lower
Fraser. Elsewhere I may have a few hundred
scattered here and there but there are thousands to
find!!! We plot the nests on the free Google Earth
Pro mapping program and this program records or
determines the gps from the map.
Recording the notes is straight forward: Date +
who is present, and any activities worth commenting
on: size and number of young. The scientific
community has generally accepted that at about nine
months of age is the measure of productivity and that
the young will fledge. We also like to have
confirming photos of the Nest territory, the Nest Tree
and a close-up of the Nest. These should get the
HWF Nest Number in the file name.
If you get a single or two or three nests, you can
record the sites in your notes and forward them to
me annually. Or if you have a few for the area I will
set these up with my Assigned Nest Number, GPS,
tree species and a few other facts.
I invite anybody to make these observations, on
bald eagles, golden eagles, ospreys and peregrines
and forward them to me, David Hancock, at:
hancockeaglemonitors@gmail.com You become a
Hancock Eagle Monitor HEM – and I will send you
my little book on eagles if you send me your mailing
address. Please let me know if you can help?
You can follow our Hancock Wildlife Foundation
live streaming CAM’s or follow some of our gps
tracked eagles at: www.hancockwildlife.org.
Regards, David Hancock, Hancock Wildlife
Foundation, Surrey <>
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Barred Owl Visitor
by Jack vanDyk, Vernon
LAST fall the Barred Owl returned to our yard again
after showing up for the first time in February of
2013. Of course we are not sure if it’s the same owl
but I think it is.
We had great interaction this winter as it showed

up almost every morning at early dawn. Just the
other day while putting out the hummingbird feeder
at the edge of our deck it flew from one of the trees
straight to the deck and landed on top of the bevelled
edge of a glass panel. Once I got back inside and
checked from the kitchen window it flew right to the
window and landed on top of a chair, just looking at
me as if saying “You got something for me too?”
On several occasions it landed right beside me
when hanging the hummingbird feeder. He just sat
there looking at me with his black eyes. I did talk to
him, as I usually do to birds when checking the
birdbath and feeders in the backyard. He seems very
comfortable with me being there. When
March-April 2021

taking photos I keep some distance and get
out of there fast.
We also watched it hunt some small birds
one day, but with not much luck. I was
concerned this owl was not getting enough
food hunting at night after a weasel moved
in last fall under the motor mount of our hot
tub. It must have discovered we had a lot of
mice from feasting on spilled seed, but so
far the owl seems to be fine as it survived
the cold snap.
It was interesting to see the Barred Owl
drinking in our heated birdbath.
Most of the time it sits high in a tree snoozing
during daytime, but just before dark it gets active
and sits quite often in front of our bay-window
looking in and bobbing its head he either sees us
move or looks at his reflection in the glass.
As you can probably tell we are delighted to have
this beautiful owl and be able to observe its
behaviour.
Let’s just hope it will come back again next year
after a successful breeding season.
Update Feb. 16 - Just a few minutes ago we spotted
two Barred Owls in our yard, one up front and one in
the back. ❖
Page 11
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Owl observation tips for birders
and photographers
Feb 23, 2021
Birds Canada
FOR many bird lovers in Canada, seeing our first
Snowy Owl or Northern Saw-whet Owl is a
cherished memory. These powerful chance
encounters can even spark an interest in birds and
nature that lasts a lifetime! We benefit from these
experiences, but, if we’re not mindful, the impact on
the owls can be negative one.
In Canada, the late fall and winter seasons are prime
time to see many owl species that move south from
northern forests and the Arctic, as part of an annual
migration or because of a lack of food in their
traditional summering range. Locations such as
coastal green spaces in cities like Vancouver or
forested areas on the edges of the Great Lakes can
attract congregations of several species depending on
food availability and other factors.
It is during these times that several owl species are
sometimes subjected to harmful or even deadly
disturbance by people who come to add to their bird
list, take photos, or simply have a look at the owl.
Constant disturbance uses up valuable energy during
the cold winter months and may prevent birds from
hunting properly, both of which can be lethal. And
some species that roost communally, like the Longeared Owl, are very sensitive to any disturbances
during the winter months. When the presence of
people drives them from their roost, these
surprisingly dainty owls are made more vulnerable to
predators than they would be otherwise, and they
suffer the fatal consequences.
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So how can we still appreciate these amazing birds
without causing harm? Here are some guidelines for
observing and photographing owls:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Watch or photograph quietly and from a
distance.
Do not disturb roosting owls.
Move on after a few minutes. If the bird
looks towards you, or its behaviour otherwise
seems to change in response to your
presence, then you should move farther away.
Do not bait owls. The owls can become
habituated to being fed by people. This
disrupts their natural hunting behaviours and
draws them to the roadside, which can lead to
collisions with vehicles.
Audio playback should not be used to attract
owls.
Don’t use spotlights or flash photography,
and do not trim foliage or cut down trees to
get a better view of the bird.
If the owl flies away, do not follow it and do
not go off trail to pursue it.
To avoid drawing a crowd, use discretion
when it comes to sharing information about
your observation. If you submit it to eBird,
review the guidelines for sensitive species.
We recommend that you do not mention the
specific location of the owl when telling your
story.

We thank all of you who show your appreciation for
these beautiful and sensitive birds by giving them
space when you encounter them. Preventing
disturbance to owls is an important way to help their
populations survive and thrive in the wild.
This article was co-written by a team of Birds
Canada staff: Ellen Jakubowski, Jody Allair, Kathy
Jones, Ruth Friendship-Keller, and Yousif Attia. ❖
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American Dipper
by Margaret MacKenzie
BACK in February, during a
visit to Hardy Falls near
Peachland, I watched two
American Dippers, one sitting
and resting while the other stood
in the creek and bobbed its tail.
It was minus 12 when I walked
up to the falls and very quiet,
except for the sound of the
running water in the creek. The
falls were fairly frozen and so
quieter than usual.
Note the white eyelid in the
second photo. The Dipper has
narrow white feathers on the
upper and lower eyelids which
produce the white flash we see
when watching the Dippers or
when a camera catches the
eyelid lowered. ❖
From the BC Breeding Bird
Atlas:
Characteristics and Range —
It is a constant delight to watch
this chunky, grey bird disappear
below the water of a fast-flowing river only to
emerge shortly and bob up and down on a rock at the
water's edge. The American Dipper is resident on
fast-flowing mountain streams and cold coastal
streams from Alaska and Yukon south through the
mountains of western North America and Mexico
south to Central America. It winters throughout its
breeding range with some short-distance altitudinal
migration in colder regions.
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Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat — The
American Dipper is a relatively widespread resident
across most of southern British Columbia,
particularly in the southwest and southeast, and a
sparsely distributed resident elsewhere.
The American Dipper prefers shallow margins of
rapids and riffles in fast-moving, clear, unpolluted
streams and around the rocky edges of lakes yearround. ❖
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Drinking coffee with
the environment in
mind

measure to do this, no matter how challenging
it may be.
On the bag are statements, logos and
symbols for Canada Organic, Humane
Beans for Human Beings, non GMO,
recyclable bag, and single origin.

by Harold Sellers & Fran
Wagner, coffee drinkers
This article was prompted by
an e-mail from Fran, who had
discovered Frog Friendly
Coffee on the store shelf.
Frog Friendly Coffee makes
the following claims:
Certified Organic, Single
Origin, Wild Harvested,
Specialty Coffee from Oaxaca,
Mexico
It is roasted in Canoe, BC.
Frog Friendly controls the land where the coffee
plants grow in Mexico.
340 g bags are $14.99 per their website. The website
also says:
Sustainably Grown
Our coffee beans are grown, truly wild, on
biodiverse land in the mountains of the Oaxaca
Occidental that we own and manage ourselves. This
beautiful area is the last remaining intact cloud
forest in Mexico and boasts sounds of rushing water,
birds and understory life. We are proud to offer only
wild-grown coffee beans and have passed a thirdparty audit to prove this. Our beans are self-seeded
and we do not use any chemical sprays or pesticides.
We are truly passionate about maintaining the finca
(estate) ecosystem and its wildlife and take every
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According to the internet, Frog Friendly
Coffee is sold at Save On Foods at
Village Green Mall, Nature’s Fare and
Butcher Boys in Vernon and at Askews in
Armstrong.
Paradise Mountain Organic Coffee is
another brand that you might find in
some shops.
Calling its product “The World’s Most Sustainable
Coffee”, Paradise Mountain has the following on
their website:
Under a canopy of thousands of indigenous trees,
Paradise Mountain Organic Farm can be found high
above sea level in the Northern Chiang Mai region
of Thailand.
Paradise Mountain Organic coffee spans over 200
acres and is the only Thai coffee farm certified as
bird friendly by the Smithsonian. Nearly invisible
from the air, the farm was created without cutting
down a single tree, leaving its lush canopy intact.
On the bag are statements, logos and symbols for
USDA Organic, Bird Friendly, biodegradable bag,
single origin.
It is roasted in Calgary. A 454 g bag is $13.99 per
their website. ☕
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North Okanagan Naturalists’ Club

NONC
Newspacket is published ve times per year,
in January-February, March-April, May-June,
September-October and NovemberDecember.
Thank you to Wayside Press of Vernon which
prints our hard copies of Newspacket.
Copy for publication should be sent to Harold
Sellers, Editor, by e-mail hikerharold@gmail.com.
North Okanagan
Naturalists Club

MONTHLY MEETINGS
currently suspended
On the first Wednesday of the month
(September through May), we hold a
meeting for members and visitors at
the Schubert Centre (starting in
May). Start time, 7:00 pm. Guest
speakers, club news, refreshments.

NONC MEMBERSHIP

Clip or copy this form to begin or renew a membership with the North Okanagan Naturalists’
Club. The form is also available on our website. Due to COVID-19 annual dues have been
reduced to $20 for an individual or student and $35 for a couple or family. Every member
should also complete a Waiver form, available at our website membership page.
Name(s): _____________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________ Telephone: ______________________

fi

March-April 2021
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